There is a natural way to add rules for rst-order quanti ers to proof theories for propositional relevant logics, and there is a natural way to add evaluation conditions for quanti ers to the semantics for propositional relevant logics. Kit Fine has shown us that these two natural ways of modelling rst order relevant logics do not match u p 6 .
Propositional Logic
I will motivate the propositional fragment of our logic semantically. We are interested in the relation of consequence de ned on frames.
Definition 1 A frame is a partially ordered set hP;vi equipped with a number of binary relations of accessibility. The extensional fragment of the language is interpreted in the usual way. We have t w o propositional constants and ?, and two binary connectives^and _. 1 I dedicate this paper to Richard Sylvan. He had a deep and abiding interest in relevant logics, including the problem of adding quanti ers in a semantically plausible fashion. His 1980 paper was an important addition to research in the area, but unfortunately, it contains errors which seem insurmountable 12 . It seems tting that in an ancestor of this paper I thought I had solved the problems of constant domain quanti ed relevant logics by proving a stronger version of my Lemma 4, only to nd a hole in the`proof'. I am also indebted to both Bernard Linsky and Ed Zalta 9 and Max Cresswell 8 who have, in conversation and in print, convinced me that constant domain semantics are philosophically interesting and defensible.
The true at" relation between points and propositions is de ned recursively. 2 We h a v e a case for atomic propositions which determines the behaviour of the relation v, and the other cases determine the truth of complex propositions in terms of their constituents. This much is straightforward. The logic becomes more interesting when we add operators which exploit the nature of frames. We do this by using binary relations on frames. We allow for four di erent kinds of modal operators, and are familiar positive operators called A and I operators and and _ are less familiar negative operators called E and O respectively. They are evaluated according to the following conditions. 3 Definition 3 These are the evaluation conditions for A, E, I and O operators.
x A i for all y where xRy, y A. x A i for no y where xCy, y A. x A i for some y where xSy, y A.
x _A i for some y where xDy, y 6 A.
In the presence of Boolean negation it su ces to de ne one of these kinds of operators say and to de ne each of the others in terms of it as is of the form ,,, of the form , and _ of the form ,. In the absence of Boolean negation this strategy may not work, so we will take all four sorts of operators as primitive. The hereditary result on formulae works only under special conditions on each accessibility relation. If x A and x v x 0 then to ensure that x 0 A w e need a condition relating S and v. The requisite conditions for each operator are listed below.
If x 0 Ry 0 and x v x 0 then there is some y v y 0 where xRy. 2 The expression x A" m a y be read as x supports A", x forces A", x makes A true" or A is true at x" according to taste. 3 If you are familiar with the theory of the syllogism, you will note why A, E, I and O for the families of one-place connectives. is de ned by a clause of the form all A is B, by one of the form some A is B, by one of the form no A is B, and _ by one of the form some A is not B. These are the four syllogistic forms. Each of the conditions on accessibility relations connects the accessibility relation with the behaviour of the inclusion relation on the frame. The inclusion relation can be read as the relation in increasing informativeness. If x v y then all of the information given by x is also given by y. Then Definition 5 A binary relation`on propositions is a distributive lattice r elation i the following conditions hold:
It is transitive. The two-place connective of conjunction is the greatest lower bound for`.
That is, C`A^B if and only if C`A and C`B.
The two-place connective of disjunction is the least upper bound for`.
That is, A _ B`C if and only if A`C and B`C. `, and we sometimes write these as``' and` ' respectively. The top and bottom elements and ? are the empty conjunction and disjunction respectively. By the soundess and completeness results and compactness theorem for these logics, this de nition of set-based consequence is equivalent to the obvious frame condition: `M if and only if each point x forcing each element of also forces some element o f . There is much more that we could do to examine the propositional logics. But for now, we will look at extending the logics to deal with quanti ers.
Models for Quanti ers
Our aim is to study the addition of constant domain quanti ers to this breed of model. To add quanti ers to the language, we enrich our language with predicates, constants, variables and the quanti ers 8 and 9. We will de ne formulae in such a w a y that we allow formulae with free variables, but we k eep sentences to be formulae in which e v ery occuring variable is bound. For a constant domain model, we have not only a frame, but a non-empty domain of objects D. Each n-place predicate F is interpreted by a set jjFjj x of n-tuples of D-elements at each point x in the frame. This satis es the hereditary condition that if x v y then jjFjj x j j F jj y .
Terms either constants or variables are interpreted by domain elements, independently of the point in the model. All terms are rigid. Constants c are interpreted by objects jjcjj 2 D. Variables v are interpreted by a n assignment a which maps variables onto objects. We interpret v by jjvjj = av, where a is an assignment. In either case, if t is a term, we use`jjtjj a ' to name its interpretation, even in the case of constants, where the assignment is irrelevant to the interpretation.
Then we i n terpret formulas by relativising truth: not only to points in the model, but instead to pairs of points and assignments. Given an assignment a, and a point x we h a v e x; a F t 1 t n i hjjt 1 jj a ; : : : ; jjv n jj a i 2 j j F jj x
Then to de ne the quanti ers, we h a v e the standard conditions: The connectives are interpreted in the usual way, as is the relation of consequence, relative to models, frames and classes of frames. Our job is to investigate these relations of consequence. The rst thing to note is that the standard introduction and elimination rules for quanti ers hold. 8vA _ B`M 8vA_ 9 vB 9vA8 vB`M9vA^B.
These results hold in classical quanti cational logic, but the rst does not in quanti ed intuitionistic logic. However, they are straightforward applications of the rules. We will not tarry to verify them here. Intuitionistic logic contains the second of these laws but not the rst. Neither of these laws follows from distributive lattice logic together with the introduction and elimination laws. 4 The most interesting results show the interaction between the quanti ers and the extra operators. These results are jointly called the Barcan Laws. These conditions: the introduction elimination laws, the distributive l a ws, and the Barcan laws, jointly give us a good picture the behaviour of the universal and existential quanti ers in constant domain models an frames. It is our job to show that these laws determine the behaviour of the quanti ers on constant domain frames. To do this, however, we need some more tools. Somewhat surprisingly, we need two extra connectives, de ned on frames, in order to prove that these rules characterise the logic of constant domain quanti cation on frames. true at x just when every instance is true at x. Existentially quanti ed sentences are true at x just when some instance is true at some ancestor of x. These are the dual conditions to intuitionistic quanti ers, and they verify the distribution of univeral quanti ers over disjunction, but not existential quanti ers over conjunction.
New Connectives
It is well known that you can conservatively add a connective to the language of distributive lattice logic, satisfying the condition A^B`C if and only if A`B C This is intuitionistic implication. The semantics is reasonably straightforward.
We require that frames be extended with a partial order v, and that atomic evaluations be preserved up the order. We set x A B i for each y where x v y, i f y A then y B. These connectives are de nable on any constant domain frame using the structure already existing on that frame. Much more can be said about them especially subtraction, which i s m uch less studied than implication 10 . However, all of this is preliminary to our present project of adding constant domain quanti ers to our logic. It will become clear why h a ving implication and subtraction at our disposal helps when we get to the completeness proof.
Completeness
For completeness we will construct a canonical frame and model. We will show that if 6 in the proof theory then there is a point in the canonical model in which e v ery element of is true but every element of is false. The completeness proof is not too di erent from that in either classical modal logic or that in propositional relevant logics. It is handy to de ne pairs of sets of formulae. The left member of a pair is the set of formulae we wish to make true and the right member of the pair is the set of formulae we wish to see fail. Our canonical frame will be constructed from full quanti er-suited pairs from a particular language. The left set in such a pair is a good match for a point i n a model. The next result is simple to prove. Lemma If n f A n g 6 n and A n is not of the form 9vB, then h n+1 ; n+1 i = h n f A n g ; n i . If n f A n g 6 n and A n is of the form 9vB, then h n+1 ; n+1 i = h n f A n ; B c g ; n i , where c is a new constant not appearing in n , A n or n .
If n f A n g n and A n is not of the form 8vB, then h n+1 ; n+1 i = h n ; n f A n gi. If n f A n g n and A n is of the form 8vB, then h n+1 ; n+1 i = h n ; n f A n ; B c gi, where c is a new constant not appearing in n , A n or n .
Then we set h 0 ; 0 i to be h S n n ; S n n i. This is a partition of the formulas by construction: every formula A n is either in 0 or 0 .
We next show that it is a pair: We show that 0 6 0 . To show this, given the compactness of`it su ces to show that n 6 n for each n. We show this by induction on n. The result holds for n = 0 b y h ypothesis. For n+1, suppose n+1`n+1 but that n 6 n . It follows that we cannot be in the rst case of the construction, for that assurs n+1 6 n+1 explicitly. Suppose A n is of the form 8vB, and that while n f A n g 6 n w e h a v e n f A n ; B c g n for a c new to n and n and A n . Therefore there is a conjunction C of members of n , and a disjunction D from n such that C^A n^B c`D. It follows that 9vC^A n^B `D by existential introduction . By the existential distribution fact we h a v e Ĉ A n 9 vB`Dcis new to C, A n and D and hence C^A n`D , contrary to our hypothesis that n f A n g 6 n . So, this case assures us that n+1 6 n+1 . Now suppose we are in the third case, and that both n f A n g n and that n`n f A n g . Then for some C 2 V n and D 2 W n we have C^A n`D and C`A n _ D. Disjoining D to the rst, we h a v e Ĉ A n D , and conjoining C to the second, we h a v e C Ĉ A n _ D . Distribution gives us C`D, which w e already know not to be the case, since n 6 n by h ypothesis. So in this case too, n+1 6 n+1 . The nal case is similar, except that we know that A n has the form 9vB, and we have C^A n`D and C`A n _ Bc _ D. Conjoining C we get C`C^A n _Bc_D for each c and in particular, a c absent from C,A n and D and hence C8 v Ĉ A n _ B _ D `C^A n _8vB_D = Ĉ A n _ D , and we proceed as before to get C`D, which contradicts the assumption, giving then n+1 6 n+1 .
The pair h 0 ; 0 i is quanti er suited by construction too. If 0`0 f A c g for each constant c then we m ust have Ac 2 0 for each c, and hence 8vA2 0 , giving 0`0 f 8 vAg.The existential quanti er case is perfectly dual. Now once we h a v e a domain, we w ant t o keep it. This is where the rather weak de nition of quanti er-suitedness comes in.
Lemma 3 Pair Extension Lemma 2 If h; i is a quanti er-suited pair, in which one of and is nite, then there is a full quanti er-suited pair h 0 ; 0 i extending h; i, in a the same language.
To prove this lemma we need the following simple lemma. Lemma 4 Finite Addition Lemma If h; i is a quanti er-suited p air and X and Y are nite sets of formulas in the same language, and one of and is nite, then h X; Yi is also quanti er-suited. This is the result for which w e need subtraction and intuitionistic implication.
Proof Here is the case where is nite. By abuse of notation, I will let X" The case for nite is perfectly dual, using implication instead of subtraction.
Given the nite addition lemma, we can prove the second pair extension lemma. Proof The process is similar to that used in the proof of the rst pair extension lemma. Now, however, instead of adding a new witness for each existential quanti er, we show that an old one will do.
If n f A n g 6 n and A n is not of the form 9vB, then h n+1 ; n+1 i = h n f A n g ; n i . If n f A n g 6 n and A n is of the form 9vB, then h n+1 ; n+1 i = h n fA n ; B c g ; n i , for some constant c such that n f A n ; B v := c g 6 n .
If n f A n g n and A n is not of the form 8vB, then h n+1 ; n+1 i = h n ; n f A n gi. If n f A n g n and A n is of the form 8vB, then h n+1 ; n+1 i = h n ; n fA n ; B c gi, for some constant c such that n 6 n fA n ; B c g . W e need show that at each stage n, i f w e use the second or fourth lines of the de nition, an appropraite c can be found. For this, we appeal to the nite addition lemma: Each h n ; n i is quanti er-suited, as it is a nite extension to the quanti er-suited h; i, and one of and is nite. Now, suppose we are in the second case. If there is no suitable c such that n f A n ; B v := c g 6 n . It follows that for each c, n f A n ; B c g n . Therefore since n is quanti er suited, n f A n g n . However, this is a contradiction. The fourth case is dual. Now w e m ust construct theories to use in the canonical model. The strategy is simple. If 6 , we extend h; i to a full quanti er-suited h 0 ; 0 i. Then we use the class of full quanti er-suited pairs in this language as our canonical frame. Since they are full and quanti er-suited we know that these points interpret the extensional part of the language adequately. We m ust ensure that we i n terpret the modal operators well too. We de ne the accessibility relations in the obvious way. These conditions ensure that the accessibility relations satisfy the required interactions with the ordering on the canonical frame. This order is the subsethood relation on the theories. These de nitions of accessibility relations immediately ensure half of the evaluation conditions for modal operators. If A 2 then for each , where R,, A 2 ,. To complete the picture we wish to show that if A 6 2 then there is some , where R, and A 6 2 ,. This is slightly more di cult than in the propositional case, for we need to not only construct the theory, but also ensure that it is quanti er-suited in the same language. To do this we use the following lemma. This is the point at which the Barcan Laws are used. These lemmas jointly give us our completeness proof. A _ B`A _ B A^B`A^B They should look reminisicent of the quanti er distribution laws. These are valid if and use the same accessibility relation. To prove the addition sound and complete for the obvious class of frames we need a stronger version of the nite addition lemma. For given A 6 2 with a quanti er suited pair h; i we need h ,1 ; fAg , 1 i to be quanti er suited. At the new accessible point, everything necessary at is true, and everything not possible at is not true. The current proof of the nite addition lemma requires that one of the parts of the pair be nite. This does not hold here. To prove completeness we need a stronger version of the nite addition lemma or a completely di erent proof. Implication and Fusion: Implication and fusion seem to cause more diculties too. For example, with implication, if A ! B 6 2 where h; i is quanti er-suited, we need to construct two pairs, one at which A holds that is simple: show that hfAg; fC : C ! B 2 gi is quanti er-suited and then extend that to a full quanti er suited paper h,; i and another at which B fails. This one is more di cult | we wish to show that h,; fBgi is quanti er-suited, where , = fC D : C 2 ; D 2 , g . How d o y ou do this?
Identity: There is no doubt that there are choices to be made in the semantics of identity. If the extension of the identity predicate is re exive at all points, then we have A`a = a for any proposition A. This will be anathema to relevant logicians. To give purchase to a relevant account of identity, w e m ust have points at which identity fails to be re exive. The validity o f a = b b = a ensures that identity i s symmetric at all points. If a = b^b = c`a = c, then identity m ust be transitive at all points. 5 
